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The box dimensions are 6 1/8" wide, 4 3/4" high, and 1" deep. It will hold at least 4 greeting cards
and envelopes.
Paper Dimensions: Old Olive card stock 9 5/8" square
Season of Cheer Designer Series Paper - Christmas lights 5 7/8" X 9", 3" X 5 1/2"
Instructions:
1. Using Envelope Punch Board, the first punch and score line is at 3 5/8" and the second punch
and score line is at 5". Turn paper 180 degrees and repeat. Turn paper 90 degrees and line up
pointer on the Punch Board with the first score line and punch and score. Line the pointer up
with the second score line, punch and score. Turn paper 180 degrees and repeat.
2. Fold and crease on all score lines. Use the corner rounder on the back of the Punch Board to
round the points on the two longer flaps.
3. Snip up to score line on two bottom corner scores lines. Cut away the opposite two corner
pieces.
4. Cut the Season of Cheer paper (5 7/8" X 9") on one end to match the top flap of the box. Glue
the Season of Cheer paper on the inside of the box and fold and crease on the score lines
already present on the Old Olive card stock.
5. Turn the card stock over and trim the Season of Cheer paper (3" X 5 1/2") to match the top flap
on the outside. Leave about 1/4" edge and glue the Season of Cheer paper to the outside flap
of the Old Olive card stock.
6. Fold sides and bottom of the box up and in and glue the two small tabs in place with
Multipurpose Liquid Glue. Fold the two shorter side flaps in and glue the longer bottom flap on
top with Multipurpose Liquid Glue.
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7. Fold the top flap down to determine placement of the Antique Brad. You should be able to tuck
the top flap under the brad to keep the box closed.
8. Tie a bow with the Cherry Cobbler Thick Baker's Twine and attach to the flap with a glue dot.

Supply List:
• Envelope Punch Board - 133774
• Brights 12" X 12" Cardstock - 131186
• Season Of Cheer Designer Series Paper - 139590
• Antique Brads - 117273
• Cherry Cobbler Thick Baker’S Twine - 138414
• Paper Snips - 103579
• Multipurpose Liquid Glue - 110755
• Glue Dots - 103683
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